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Small Group Resources: Books 
To maximize group interaction, use one of these 

 

BIBLE STUDY GUIDES  

Use our copy for your leader, or order copies for everyone in the group. 

With background and discussion questions, these make it easy to lead 

your group without being an expert.  You can pick a book of the Bible, do 

a character study, or select among various topics like Grace, Marriage, 

Parenting, the life of Jesus, Prayer and more. 

 

 

BOOK DISCUSSION GUIDES 

Sometimes you want to discuss an important book, so we have discussion guides for a number of the 

books in our regular collection.  These study guides are on the bottom shelf by the windows 

 

Knowing God, by J.I. Packer. This guide takes readers chapter by 

chapter through the essential truths of Packer's classic book.              

     

The Discipline of Grace, by Jerry Bridges. Explores how the same grace 

that brings us to faith in Christ also disciplines us in Christ. 

 

Love and Respect  -  An award-winning book on marriage 

Just Do Something – Settle down, make choices, trust God. 

Lies Women Believe – Cultural lies about sin, priorities, emotions, etc. 

A Quest for More - Living in God’s bigger kingdom now. 

Pilgrim’ Progress – Enjoy discussing this classic with your friends. 

 

 

BOOKS WITH DISCUSSION GUIDES IN THE BACK 

There are many, many books now with their own discussion guides right in the book.  These are just 

our newest; a more complete list is on a separate sheet. 

 

The Practice of Godliness (248.4 BRIDGES) Specific character traits the Christian should pursue. 

Reading the Bible with Rabbi Jesus (220.4 TVERBERG) Helps us understand the age-old imagery that 

we often misinterpret, and how this Middle Eastern people approached life, God, and each other. 

Identity Theft: Reclaiming the Truth of our Identity in Christ (248.4 KRUGER)  

Hidden in the Gospel: Truths You Forget to Tell Yourself Every Day (248.4 FARLEY) 

The Hole in Our Holiness (248.4 DeYOUNG) – Encouraging and helpful! 

You Can Change (248.4 CHESTER) – Closing the gulf between aspirations and reality. 

The Secret of Contentment (241.4 BARCLEY) – Something we all need and desire. 

Finding Truth (239 PEARCEY) Unmasking Atheism, Secularism, and Other God Substitutes  

 

  more books with study guides are listed on a separate sheet   


